2005 suzuki gsxr

Refine your search. Electric 1. Google Ads. Refine search. Suzuki gsxr The tires are brand new
less than miles.. I still have the sale paperwork proving the miles. The bike has 2, original miles
on it. For sale is my Suzuki gsxr Miles. Bike has 10, original miles and tons of upgrades. I have
owned it since june No issues, ride and runs great, and never been down! Black with gold
fittings. Fronts are direct port into caliper, and 1 line each side, no jumper. Only trades i'm
interested in are a ktm supermoto, husky , maybe a street legal wr or other supermoto with
cash. Chain Transmission. Springs and ,gaskets ,,spare front fender.. Bike has new front and
rear tires, very minor scratches, seat cowl and I also purchased a Gsxr stator cover This bike
was always service professionaly and always put Amsoil synthetic oil. The bike has 16, miles on
it right now which may subject to change there's still a couple of months left to ride, this bike
has a lot of power. Xxxx suzuki gsxr xxxx ,,steels. Chrome wheels and pegs. Aftermarket body
work. This is a very clean, never wrecked, well maintained GSXR Portland, OR 4 years
showmethead. Im selling a stock titanium header that came off of a xxxx- xxxx suzuki gsxr xxxx
call or text me for more info. Make an offer on the price. Philadelphia, PA 4 years showmethead.
I don't at this moment remember what the reduction was, or number of sprocket teeth, I will
amend the details on that later when I have a chance to pull out the packaging from the sprocket
and chain. In terms of accessories, I had the dealer install a Vortex sprocket set that reduced
the overall gearing a bit, with a top of the line RK chain Chain Transmission. Scorpion exhaust.
Frame sliders Frame sliders. It also has braided brake lines and Leo Vince Slip on exhaust with
Carbon fiber cap, carbon fiber tank, heal,and triple covers. I am the second owner of the
motorcycle and have done all the upgrades but have no time to ride.. The frame and swingarm
are chromed, motor has had AMA racing head work done, shorty racing levers, custom painted
flat motor covers and accent pieces and wheels. Cape Coral, FL 3 years carsforsale. The bike
has these specs: The motor was installed last week and has miles. The rims and swingarm were
newly chromed and installed last week and have miles on them. The tires are brand new Perilli
Diablo's and have miles on them. Site map Contact Us Privacy Policy. The first Suzuki GSX-R
set new superbike standards in , the second one did it again in and this, the third full Suzuki
GSX-R update, went straight back to the top of the superbike tree in The reasons are simple.
Sublime, lithe ergonomics and handling, radical styling and full-on usable power. The chassis
was designed to bring as much weight as possible together in the middle of the Suzuki GSX-R
but Suzuki also decided to move the weight down, making the centre of gravity as low as
possible. Even a decade later it's still a great handling superbike. The result is a claimed bhp at
the crank â€” putting the Suzuki GSX-R on a par with the competition on paper but in truth
giving the bike an advantage as Suzuki horses are often more muscular than those of other
manufacturers when it comes to a dyno shoot-out. Power delivery is silky smooth and the
power can be found anywhere in the rev range, making it incredibly easy to ride. Fair enough.
Neat alloy controls pegs, bars, levers dainty but comprehensive instrumentation and, er, not a
lot else. Read what they have to say and what they like and dislike about the bike below. Much
has been said about the GSXR K5 in reviews and comments but I would add my praise to Suzuki
for the production of a wonderful piece of engineering brilliance. Although the K5 must be
described as a super sports bike it is surprisingly comfortable to ride and I have taken it on a
couple of longer trips with complete comfort for all day riding. Pulling strongly from just 2k revs
there is power everywhere. It just keeps going and going giving the rider control, confidence
and thrills from every ride. The ultimate track day tool although with none of the modern day
traction control or ABS gizmos. During my years of ownership I have completed my own
servicing, regularly cleaned the bike and finish has remained immaculate. I regularly connect to
a trickle charger, lubricate the chain and the bike has never let me down. Each year the oil and
oil filter is changed and every other year the air filter, spark plugs and brake fluids flushed. The
clocks are easy to read and I love the gear selector indicator on the dash. I have only added an
end can and heated grips, other than that this bike needs no improvement from standard for
general road riding. This bike will spoil you for all but the highest performance bikes. Makes
riding a Harley feel like driving a big truck. Mountain twisty roads are where this beast is at it's
best. I avoid the interstates at all costs, just to avoid speeding tickets. It is far too easy to find
yourself drifting above mph since you last looked at the speed readout. The brakes are efficient
far past the ability of the tires to stop you. Just because I was curious, I tested the limits of 1st
gear up to redline. An unbelievable speed of 95mph was attained and the tachometer never
touched red. This is a fantastic engine! I believe I have missed a few valve adjustment
mileposts, still runs great, no noticeable noise or performance loss. Other than the yearly rear
tyre and the bi-annual new chain, sprockets and front tyre, my bike has made it to 26, miles with
no overnights at the stealership, except for the two recalls. Frame brace and front master
cylinder. Bulletproof engine design, holds it's value with minimal maintenance. After 26k miles
the oil still stays relatively clear on oil change. I tend to get about mpg depending on how

civilised I ride, so about 35mpg. What else do you need? Storage under the rear seat is more
than adequate for tools and emergency tire items. The one thing this bike does not have, which
is a plus, is emissions controls such as catalytic converter. I believe the ''06 model was the last
years this bike was sold in the United States without smog devices. Buying experience:
Privately. I sold it in for a '07 Harley Davidson Fatboy, and immediately regretted the decision.
For the life of me, I just don't understand the attraction to Harley's. To each his own.. I commute
every day-rain hail or snow k a year and I was looking for something with a bit more kick and
comfort than my previous Blade and boy did I get it! For the price I paid for my K6 I couldn't be
happier. Excellent power and torque throughout the rev range-easy going when you want and
straight out crazy when you want too! The ride quality is excellent, generally speaking. Its hard
enough to inspire confidence and plush enough to absorb bumps. The engine is just brilliant!
Pliable enough to trundle around town though the woeful steering lock is the only thing
hampering this-or any right turn in first gear-you'll need to adjust your hand position so it
doesn't get stuck! If you're a pillion, this wont be your favourite bike After an hour on the back I
had to physically lift my wife off as she was locked in place like a statue I wasn't much better off
I'd recommend an upgrade as there is little bite and noticeable fade when pushing. Having said
that-its just an amazing bike! Without doubt the best part about this machine! Absolutely
excellent. No major issues so far-there were two recalls as far as I remember-the chassis and
the front break master cylinder. Most have been abused or tracked-mine hasn't and is totally
standard so maybe I was lucky. Apart from and slightly better than OK finish I can fault it. I can
get km out of tank riding easy but normally hover around the mark. Insurance was cheaper than
my Blade. General maintenance is actually easy enough to do yourself on this bike but costs
aren't too bad-so far anyway! Theres a gear shift indicator-low fuel light no gauge!! Very small
boot-which is fine but I drive everyday and it would be nice to be able to keep a few things in
there. Im on PR3's at the moment for the rain and theyre great-you get huge mileage out of them
but be prepared for a tradeoff in handling in the dray when pushing. Buying experience: From a
dealer-no issues. This is an amazing sportbike with absolutely no weaknesses. I bought my K5
with about 9k miles on it. The mechanical built quality is flawless, and after 6, miles including 6
trackdays and numerous canyon carving rides during my first year with this bike, there has not
been even a hint of reliability issue. Handling is superb with slight modification to front end
height, and with Dunlop Q3 tires. The engine is feathery smooth, linear in power delivery and
power is massive upon command without any drop off unless you take it pass redline. The
plastics are only less cosmetically pleasing when compared to certain Ducati sportbikes. This is
not a negative unless you consider bike "posing" to be a performance measure, which I don't.
This bike is a complete package, but if you want extreme performance and wallet size is not an
issue, go for Ohlins and Galfers equipment. Several moto magazine journalists have made
reference to this bike year and model as a standard to judge the GSXR of subsequent model
years. The title "Legendary" has been mentioned as well. This is a track capable bike right out
of the showroom after adjusting the OEM suspension for my weight. Stock brakes are more
than adequate for the track unless there is a need to buy up for aftermarket equipment for
greater feel and confidence. Honestly, unless you plan on achieving near track lap record times,
there is no need to spend another nickel except for professional suspension set up. For canyon
road and highway riding, just back off from both front and rear compression and rebound
settings by 2 to 3 clicks. Could I say 6 out of 5 rating? There is only enough sensation through
the clip on bars to let you know the engine is running. At no point in the rpm range is there any
hint of intrusive engine vibration. In fact, the engine feels light and feathery smooth, until you
decide to turn up the throttle, at which time the power delivered is smooth and massive. Any
creditable video evidence is welcome on the mph top speed. Mechanical quality and reliability
of all components, including engine, frame, and fairing plastics are flawless. My bike is now
more than 10 years since coming off the showroom I'm the third owner with 15k miles on the
odometer and it still looks new and fresh except for a few minor and negligible scratches on the
plastics. Other than an occasional clutch cable and lever pivot point lubes, frequent drive chain
lube, scheduled engine oil changes, occasional tire changes, there has been no other
maintenance expenses to this date. Fork oil change will be next. Again, the bike in showroom
stock is a complete package. Buying experience: At this time, the bike can only be bought as
used. Whether buying from private party or from a dealer, try for a well maintained bike
regardless of odometer reading. Suzuki has this bike on a recall in the U. I suspect the first is
preemptive measure, and likely in response to feedback from the field in regards to the bikes
being put through abusive stunt riding. Check with Suzuki dealership to ensure that these 2
items have been taken care of if you are not able to see the modification. Use top quality oil. Use
standard pads. Grunt can eat tyres. Nothing breaks or wears out. Checked valves twice from
new. All still in spec. Brilliant straight out of the box. Akrapovic, Ohlins, Harris, Bazzaz all good.

Avoid GP Pro tyres - lethal when cold. Bought new in Spent 10k on upgrades since. Top end
brutal. Mid range outguns anything. Quick steering. Never misses a beat. Bought another
recently for winter near bog standard but still brilliant. Nothing else I have ridden comes close.
Buy a well cared for example and wheely your way to happiness. I own a k7 my review can be
found on this site marked wtf! That feeling was blown apart within 50 yards I was a little
disturbed by the dunlop tyres on it but it didn't stop me having the best days riding in my life.
The current fireblade has the best current engine almost scary how it takes off after rpm and the
previous model fireblade preferably in repsol colours was probably the best looking bike since
the in my humble opinion. BUT as a fun filled every ride every day bike this is still number 1 the
daddy!!! Since then I have covered miles visited 16 countries done approx 25 track days
including Nurburgring and miles on the Isle of Man TT course. It has never used a drop of oil
and let me down only once after an mile ride undertaken on 3 consecutive days in torrential rain
when water got into the ECU fine once dried out. I am 6'3" and find it perfectly comfortable for
touring and during a mile ride in Europe never once wished I was on any other bike. On the
track it corners with the 's and stays with the latest 's on the straights new Blade can pull out a
few meters though. Its ability to adjust its line mid corner is excellent and the chassis is
beautifully neutral. Currently running on Diablo Corsa iii's which suit it on the road and track
although rear is completely worn on RHS after only miles but 5 trackdays. BTs were fine on road
but would move around on track but very preditably when pushed hard. Can't honestly think
what I would replace this bike with but if I had to I am sure I would find something Not really too
worried about frame cracking mine has been tested and brace fitted and has a 5 year warranty.
Why do they insist on making these things smaller and smaller. I have had a few modern jap
bikes in the last few years. They were all reliable and had good and bad points, as would be
expected. This gixxer is the most complete package I have ever ridden! It have a slick quality
feel with every input and control movement. It actually pulls well in 6th showing just a couple of
thousand revs, I've tried it! Its devastatingly fast, too fast in fact. I always thought you can't
have too much power, but power corrupts, and this bike can make you do some silly things. But
then that just demonstrates its quality I guess, although its a super litre bike, I feel happier
chucking it about, than my old 04 zx6rr. The riding position I'm 6'1" , clocks, engine, brakes only
ever need one finger! It may be a surprize then to read I am selling it It's just too good, I have
cornered quicker on this than on anything else I have ridden, and have gone faster, WAY faster,
just because the bike makes it possible. I need to slow down! I would recommend this bike to
those who have self control, there is no upgrade from one of these! This is what real men ride.
Had it for about three weeks and would not say a bad thing about it. It cornes so stable yet so
fast. Really easy to turn in and feels really planted out of the corners. I ride in the lake district
and all of the bumps in the roads are like take off ramps for my little gixxer. Love it!!! Any of you
R1 rider want a race to sort it all out just get in touch. Simply the fastest, sharpest, and sexiest
bike on the market. No other bike makes you feel like this one does. Why buy anything else?
Just love the way it goes.. Had my K6 for two weeks and done miles, even with this crap
weather! Power and speed are addictive, as is the sound from a Racefit Mega can. Buy one or
miss out on an amazing experience. Tootling around town, Storming the autobahn, or Ripping
through the N in Spain this bike is superb. Faster and better handling than the latest version
and all the other 07 litre bikes, this bike will be an icon. In an age where sports bikes keep
getting smaller, and on the surface this bike is the same. I have the Gixxer Thou Phantom K6.
The Ltd Edition Phantom comes in a very classy grey and black colour scheme and a dedicated
Suzuki, Yoshi exhaust that sounds and looks quite simply awesome. I had the 06 ZX10R
previously and this thing quite simply blows it away. Lighter, more tourqe throughout the rev
range and more stable but just as exciting. Corners like its on rails and seems to find itself
doing mph all on its own honestly officer. A magnificent piece of kit thats a credit to Suzuki and
having seen next years Gixxer thou with its twin trumpet exhausts and "i cant ride a litre bike in
the wet" switch the K6 is destined to become a must have classic. Buy one NOW before the
Eurocrats legislate these things away. Weaknesses: With a bike this fast it would be nice to see
if the Police are behind you as opposed to seeing my arms!! Discovered the first batch of K5's
had a clutch judder problem. Suzuki have an upgrade fitted under warranty. Now it blasts off the
line as well as doing everything else superbly. Finish still good after 10 months, better than
previous Suzukis. Weaknesses: Dont listen to the mags.. Watch the wheelspin on cold tyres.
This bike is truly fantastic. Theres not much more to be said about the speed than has already
been said. You just have to think about going fast and the bike engages warp speed. The brakes
are very good, and they need to be! Not at all grabby, but sometimes you do have to pull quite
hard on them. Well in a way thats true in my experience. My last bike was a K2 and for a flat out
blat round windy A and B roads, I think I was maybe a tiny bit quicker on the Great confidence
with OE tyres. Rocketship fast Sounds fantastic. Just part chopped rr5 blade in for gsxr k6.

Compared to the blade the gixer is streets ahead, better sound even with the standard can on
for now. And even running the thing in gives me more confidence going into corners than the
blade ever did. Strengths: Handling, weight, fuel injection spot on and the sound even from the
standard can. Weaknesses: Nothing. Strengths: Everything! The engine, the brakes, the
handling, the noise, its addictive. Weaknesses: None really, my only gripe would be the tiny
screen, needs a double bubble. Tried the blade - boring, tried the R1 too big didn't like the
handling. Hate the look of the ZX10R. Does slow does fast does everything. Strengths: Can't
fault it to ride or to look at. Underseat storage not as good as K3. This bike is soooo quick.
Power anywhere in the rev range, instant zap, incredible. The riding position is comfortable. I
don't think about brakes or suspension at all when riding it, which means they must be good
eh? Very very fast, but easy and controllable too, amazing, no wonder it's been rated top dog
for past 3 years. Wish I'd have got one sooner. Strengths: Power, suspension, brakes, riding
position, looks, just about the whole thing. Owners' rating 4. Specs Owners' reviews Bikes for
sale For sale. View 18 images. View bikes for sale. Warranty term Two year unlimited mileage.
Engine 5 out of 5 Pulling strongly from just 2k revs there is power everywhere. Value vs rivals 5
out of 5 Each year the oil and oil filter is changed and every other year the air filter, spark plugs
and brake fluids flushed. Equipment 5 out of 5 The clocks are easy to read and I love the gear
selector indicator on the dash. Engine 5 out of 5 Just because I was curious, I tested the limits
of 1st gear up to redline. Value vs rivals 5 out of 5 Bulletproof engine design, holds it's value
with minimal maintenance. Equipment 5 out of 5 What else do you need? Engine 5 out of 5
Without doubt the best part about this machine! Value vs rivals 5 out of 5 I can get km out of
tank riding easy but normally hover around the mark. Equipment 4 out of 5 Theres a gear shift
indicator-low fuel light no gauge!! Engine 5 out of 5 Could I say 6 out of 5 rating? Value vs rivals
5 out of 5 Other than an occasional clutch cable and lever pivot point lubes, frequent drive chain
lube, scheduled engine oil changes, occasional tire changes, there has been no other
maintenance expenses to this date. Equipment 5 out of 5 Again, the bike in showroom stock is a
complete package. Engine 5 out of 5. Value vs rivals 4 out of 5. Equipment 4 out of 5. Engine 5
out of 5 massive mid range. Value vs rivals 5 out of 5 Use top quality oil. Equipment 5 out of 5
Brilliant straight out of the box. Value vs rivals 5 out of 5. Equipment 5 out of 5. Value vs rivals 3
out of 5. Equipment 3 out of 5. Simply No 1 04 November by edgey Still awesome. Get one!
Medium Summary of owners' reviews. Picture credits - Suzuki. Submit more pictures. Discuss
this bike Rate this motorbike This bike's rating 2 reviews available Write a review Sell this
motorcycle Such bikes for sale Insurance quotes Finance options Tip a friend List related bikes.
Pictures, trademarks and logos of third parties are the exclusive property of the respective
owners. Technical specifications are subject to change without notice. This web uses cookies.
About Bikez. Advertise products. Contact Bikez. Privacy policy. Motorcycle catalogue and
Motorcycle classifieds. More pictures Compare with any other bike. Displacement :.
Compression :. Bore x stroke :. Front suspension :. Inverted telescopic, coil spring, fully
adjustable spring preload, rebound and compression damping. Rear suspension :. Wheelbase :.
Compare US insurance quotes from the nation's top providers. Compare US motorcycle loan
quotes from the nation's top providers. Ships to most countries. Also check out our overview of
motorcycle webshops at Bikez. List related bikes for comparison of specs. Discussions for
every bike Bikez has discussion forums for every bike. You can sign up for e-mail notifications
when other riders answer you. If you have extensive experience with the MC, please send us a
review. If you consider buying this bike, you should view the list of related motorbikes Look at
photos. Compare technical specs. And check out the rating of the bike's engine performance,
reliability, repair costs, etc. You can compare the rating with other bikes. Rating sample for this
Suzuki bike. You can also compare bikes. Picture credits - Suzuki. Submit more pictures.
Discuss this bike Rate this motorbike This bike's rating Write a review Sell this motorcycle Such
bikes for sale Insurance quotes Finance options Tip a friend List related bikes. Pictures,
trademarks and logos of third parties are the exclusive property of the respective owners.
Technical specifications are subject to change without notice. This web uses cookies. About
Bikez. Advertise products. Contact Bikez. Privacy policy. Motorcycle catalogue and Motorcycle
classifieds. More pictures Compare with any other bike. Displacement :. Compression :. Bore x
stroke :. Rigid twin-spar aluminum frame minimizes weight while maintaining high torsional
strength. Front suspension :. Inverted telescopic, coil spring, fully adjustable spring preload,
compression and rebound damping. Rear suspension :. Wheelbase :. Compare US insurance
quotes from the nation's top providers. Compare US motorcycle loan quotes from the nation's
top providers. Ships to most countries. Also check out our overview of motorcycle webshops at
Bikez. List related bikes for comparison of specs. Buying a bike starts at Bikez Get a list of
related motorbikes before you buy this Suzuki. Inspect technical data. Look at photos. Read the
riders' comments at the bike's discussion group. And check out the bike's reliability, repair

costs, etc. You can also sign up for e-mail notification when such bikes are advertised in the
future. And advertise your old MC for sale. Our efficient ads are free. You are also welcome to
read and submit motorcycle reviews. Rating sample for this Suzuki bike. You can also compare
bikes. The mainframe is the same in both models, but the material used on the big brother was.
An exhaust tuning valve had been mounted inside the exhaust pipe. Using a servo the system
dynamically adjusted the exhaust backpressure, according to engine speed, throttle position,
and gear selection for increased torque, lower emissions, and decreased noiseâ€”the stock
exhaust noise of the GSX-R is notably lower than that of the GSX-R The model carried over to
with minimal changes. The manual fast-idle was replaced with a computer operated
implementation the "STV servo". New colors, and new GSXR stickers. After the GSX-R had been
three years on the roads and race tracks, Suzuki put out a new version of the model in late
September Suzuki engineers had been working on the three things that made a fast bike faster;
weight, power, and handling. The year's GSX-R was improved in all three counts. The physical
dimensions of the bike were almost identical to the previous year's model. The seat height and
the overall height were somewhat lower but the geometry of the bike was exactly the same as
before. The already rigid aluminum alloy frame was newly designed and enforced with internal
ribs, also there was an updated headlight and tail fairing. The frame, as well as the wheels, were
now coated black. The front brakes were also new. Suzuki decided to drop the six-piston
calipers. Though smaller, Suzuki claimed that the new brakes provide better stopping and
turn-in performance. The new design was very much inspired by the look of the Hayabusa. The
instruments were also redesigned. The entire exhaust system was now made of titanium to save
an additional 1. The model year GSX-R had a redesigned engine and chassis. It had 4. It had a
totally new frame reducing the total length of the bike by 1. The new titanium silencer catalytic
in Europe was said to be designed to reduce turbulence to minimum. This weight reduction
came at a cost of durability issues with the models experiencing frame cracking. The model
carried over to without any significant improvements other than a few appearance changes. To
counter this weight increase, Suzuki claimed improved aerodynamics along with a faster
revving engine and larger throttle body. Although not a completely new model, the engine and
chassis have been updated. It also featured three different engine mapping configurations,
selectable via two buttons located on the right handlebar. It also received a hydraulic clutch.
The model, introduced to reporters at EICMA in late , had a significantly redesigned engine the
first since the last engine update on the model. This new engine has a higher RPM limit and no
balancer shaft to quell vibration, also a mechanical variable valve timing used for ten years by
Suzuki in MotoGP and drive by wire throttle. Another first for any GSX-R is the use of a fuel
gauge on this model. Specifications are horsepower at 13, rpm claimed , From Wikipedia, the
free encyclopedia. Retrieved October 4, Archived from the original on November 26, Sport
Rider. August 23, Retrieved June 15, July 26, Suzuki motorcycles timeline present. Categories :
Suzuki motorcycles Sport bikes Motorcycles introduced in Hidden categories: All articles with
unsourced statements Articles with unsourced statements from October Commons category
link is on Wikidata Articles with Curlie links. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View
history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF
Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Sportbike [1]. GW Inazuma. GSX Impulse. GS E F. GSF
S Bandit. GSF Bandit. SV S. SV A. TL S. TL R. GSX F Katana. GSX R Hayabusa. RF R. GSX F. VL
Volusia. Boulevard C50 T C B. VL Intruder LC. Boulevard C90 T. Boulevard CR T. LS Savage.
Boulevard S VZ Marauder. Boulevard M Boulevard MR. TS Series. VanVan DR SE Trojan. DR S.
DR SE. XF Freewind. DL V-Strom DR-Z L. RGV Gamma. It was never the fastest or the most
powerful in the supersports class of '04 and '05, but the Suzuki GSX-R was easily the most fun,
especially on the track. Boasting the lightest weight of all its contenders, the most
track-focused chassis and the most evil sounding engine note, the Suzuki GSX-R is the for
dedicated hardcore riders. Although it was the only supersports tool at the time that never quite
broke the magic bhp mark at the rear wheel, none of that mattered in the real world where the
Suzuki GSX-R was every bit as fast as the competition. What it lost in ultimate top-end power
which is why it never really succeeded in race guise the Suzuki GSX-R gained in usable
mid-range grunt for a , ably assisted by its low all-up weight. The Suzuki GSX-R is a thinly veiled
race bike, so all you get for your money are the bare essentials to make it as fast and handle
well as possible, oh and just about legal. Aside from the Suzuki GSX-R'shuge beam frame and
rev-hungry short-stroke engine you get radially-mounted four-piston front brakes,
fully-adjustable suspension and somewhere to sit. Read what they have to say and what they
like and dislike about the bike below. Ludicrously fast for it's stated power output; a tad
uncomfortable, but you don't ride one of these beasts for comfort - you ride it for sheer
pleasure! Yet, this GSXR feels just as fast, and the torque is neck-snapping. You often read
reviews where riders say their is faster than a GSXR , but now I'm wondering whether they

could be the same, and it's just down to the rider's aptitude. I can barely get out of 2nd gear in
London and I'm not even reaching RPMs and still hitting over 40mph - there are 4 more gears to
be used! You'll have a lot of fun. Use it and abuse it - I have gone through pretty much every of
the same "era" and this one is the most pleasant, but unspectacular one of them. As always
with Suzuki - you will love the engine and gearbox, however handling is way behind the Ninjas
and CBRs. For some reason Suzuki decided to give the gixxer a huge seat height, which makes
it awkward in the corners. Overall, the gixxer is good but not spectacular and whatever you are
after track, city riding, comfort, etc. I found the stock fuelling very top-heavy. Injection
management gizmo sorted it out very well Lovely bike for short distance The aggressive riding
position can mean shoulder checks are restricted and obviously long distance riding can be
painful especially due to cramped leg position Lovely sounding engine, nice precise handling,
not bad on fuel for what it is. Fun to ride most of the time. If you want a sports bike this is great.
If you think you might want a sports bike as your main bike then be prepared to sacrifice some
real world practicality for the joys of having a real sports bike. Im not looking to sell it soon. My
last bike was the gsxf, which I was forced to let go when it was written off by a white van. My
first bike after Direct Access I was warned off this bike as a first, The bike is fast yes but only if
you want it to be. I was suprised how easy it was to drive easy to drive slowly and smooth at a
much faster speed on a bumpy country lane aswell. Handles well alot easier to do manovers
than the GS i did my test on. Owned since Feb Problems Only that has let me down was the
alarm, kept immobilising the bike and giving lots of false alarms. Have had this replaced and
has been fine since. Wont be using Acumen alarms in the future, will stick to Meta systems.
Review Moved on to this from a SRAD, in my opinion the 2 bikes couldn't be more different even
though they're from the same stable. Saying that though it is still a comfy bike, the seat is nicely
padded, the pegs at the right height for me anyway, 5' 11" and a decent reach to the bars, racy
but not extreme. The original screen had to go in exchange for a DB, on my first ride home my
head was getting ripped off with the wind blast!!!! As with any bike get some crash bungs as
well. Suspension wise - it's there and fully adjustable, mine is on the factory settings which you
may find too soft for hard riding. I don't understand all this compression and rebound malarky
but I know it's too soft for the track so will get it adjusted on my next trackday. Brakes - You pull
the lever, the bike stops. You pull it too hard, you'll go over the bars!!! Do radial brakes really
make a difference to the everyday rider??? Not to me but they look good!! Engine - It's always
started first time and never let me down, pulls strongly from k rpm right to the redline. Good for
a indicated mph on a private test track of course. Decent amount of midrange as well allowing
you to be lazy with the 'box. Gearbox - It's a Gixxer, best gearboxes on the planet!!! Final Word I
love my bike!!! Plan to keep it for another year but only because I'll want more power, even then
I plan to stay in the GSXR family with poss a K6 Its done whatever I've asked of it, whether
thrapping round a track, bimbling round country roads or got me home in torrential rain. It's
never let me down apart from the alarm which is an aftermarket thing, it's got the power when
you need it, the brakes are fantastic, it doesn't cripple you each time you get on it. It's built my
confidence up a lot and when it goes it will be missed! Just bought a gixer 6 k4, i've had a few
bikes but this is by far the best, handles well and has a good wrist to mph reaction. I owned a
Gixer K4 last year and did miles on it. I loved the bike apart from the comfort and foolishly
traded it in for a new Yamaha Fazer FZ6 because I thought my wife would prefer it for riding
pillion. Well she came out on the Fazer twice and decided it wasn't for her. The Fazer may have
more comfort but in terms of looks and excitement it's like comparing a Ford Mondeo with a
Porche Get a GSXR. And it's a GSXR. The best in my opinion. Weaknesses: A bit heavy on the
wrists, and no hugger as standard - thats about it. But I'm going to get another one. A K4 or K5.
So that says a lot for it! Owners' rating 4. Specs Owners' reviews Bikes for sale For sale. View
12 images. View bikes for sale. Specs Engine size cc Engine type 16v, in-line-four, fuel-injection,
6 gears Frame type Aluminium twin spar Fuel capacity 17 litres Seat height mm Bike weight kg
Front suspension Fully adjustable Rear suspension Fully adjustable Front brake Twin mm
discs, four-piston radial calipers. Warranty term Two year unlimited mileage. Other versions
None. Engine 5 out of 5 Bulletproof. Equipment 5 out of 5 Who cares! Engine 5 out of 5 I found
the stock fuelling very top-heavy. Value vs rivals 5 out of 5 Depends if you service yourself or
outsource. Equipment 3 out of 5 for the age, the bike had a fair bit of gadgets on it - it even had
a rev warning light. Engine 5 out of 5. Value vs rivals 5 out of 5. Equipment 3 out of 5. Engine 4
out of 5. Value vs rivals 4 out of 5. Equipment 4 out of 5. Equipment 5 out of 5. Medium
Summary of owners' reviews. Then in a cc GSX-R was introduced and followed by an cc version
in If the cc bike was a fast and capable race-bike for the street, the was an exercise in raw power
and excess. The first GSX-R of was a breakthrough model and the closest that any Japanese
manufacturer had yet come to building a "race bike with lights". Throughout the s the big four
Japanese manufacturers had built bikes with a similar architecture: steel double loop frames,

air-cooled inline fours with either SOHC or DOHC configurations. At the start of the s
two-valve-per-cylinder heads were ubiquitous, by the end of the decade four valve heads were
available on the high end bikes. These bikes were available in a variety of sizes from cc to cc
from all four of the Japanese manufacturers, and beginning in served as the basis for
production-based race bikes in the American Motorcycle Association AMA Superbike Series.
Weight was high, frames lacked stiffness and flexed in disturbing ways, power from the big
motors overwhelmed the tire technology of the day. Beginning around all four manufacturers
began to modify the UJM formula in different ways to achieve performance advantages on the
track and product differentiation in the market. In Honda introduced the VF series , which used a
V4 rather than inline-four motor configuration. The first model year only cruiser style bikes were
offered, but in the first sport bike based on the V4 became available:the Honda VFR Interceptor.
AMA rules for Superbike racing were changed in to decrease maximum engine size from cc to
cc. The Honda Interceptor was ready to compete in this new category. In addition to the
innovative V4 engine configuration, it was liquid cooled, and it sported a rectangular tube steel
frame, to increase stiffness, as opposed to the more traditional round tubes of the UJM era. The
Interceptor was a breakthrough for Honda, and it won many races, [2] including Daytona, and
was the second-place finisher in the series. A year later, in the entire front row at Daytona were
Interceptors and Freddie Spencer repeated his win on the V4 Honda. In , both Yamaha and
Suzuki answered the challenge with their own innovations. Yamaha offered the FZ which was
the first in a series of bikes with 5 valves per cylinder. While it was still an inline 4, the cylinders
were set at a 45 degree angle, unlike the more typical nearly vertical placement common to
UJMs. The frame was rectangular section steel like the Honda. The GSX-R had the most
conventional engine of the three: a four valve per cylinder, inline four - it was a clear
descendant of the previous GS series of motors. Cooling was provided by what Suzuki
described as an air-oil mix. Oil temps were kept low by a large oil cooler, and engine internals
were designed to push the oil at pressure as a spray where it was most needed , notably the
underside of the pistons. The principal designer for the bike was Hiroshi Fujiwara, a Suzuki
engineer. The frame was the most innovative aspect of the bike. Suzuki abandoned steel
altogether and built the frame from welded square section aluminium tubing. To gain the rigidity
they wanted, the tubes were quite large, giving the bike a unique appearance. Whereas the
Honda and Yamaha were fast street bikes that could be easily raced, the Suzuki was clearly a
race bike that could be ridden on the street. The seating position was the racer's crouch, not the
street rider's semi-upright one. It shipped stock with the motor tuned to deliver HP, but could be
easily boosted to with the race tuning kit. Styling too was aggressive and unique, with a
signature full fairing holding two round headlights, starting a trend that continues on
supersport motorcycles to this day. In Suzuki did accomplish this goal. By then the Suzuki had
already become the favorite of privateers , racers not backed by a factory. Its relative simplicity
compared to the V4 , cost and reliability made it the obvious choice for individuals competing
on their own dime. Over time it has also established an excellent record in endurance racing
winning the Bol'd'Or 12 times between and The second generation of GSX-Rs, by then available
in cc sizes too primarily for Japan , was released in , again initially on the flagship cc, the cc
version as well as the smaller siblings following a year later. The new generation GSX-R kept
the same basic layout of the previous generation, but the frame was now made of large cast and
formed parts, as opposed to the welded from basic rectangular tubes as in the previous
generation. New "slingshot" carbs were another new feature, one that gave the model its
nickname and were announced on the body with decals proclaiming this innovation. Between
major revisions all models received updates annually, sometimes quite significant, and the
model name was incremented with the next letter in the alphabet beginning with F for the model.
The second generation grew in power and weight as suspension components were continually
upgraded to deal with the increased power and traction of the improving tires of the era. Also to
be noted this was the last year of the "Power Jet" which came stock on the carburetors since
These were noticeable by the short fuel line to the left of the carburetor, running the length from
the fuel bowl to the top of the bell housing. Basic function of the power jet was the smooth out
fuel delivery from 9. However, these jets were blanked out on the US models but were fully
functional for Canadian buyers and other countries. The water cooled bikes would not be
available to the US until The old frame design, a unique signature of the GSX-R was dated. By
all of the manufacturers were using aluminum frames, and most of them were stiffer and lighter
than the Suzuki frame, and featured large beams running in a straight line from the steerer tube
to the swingarm pivot. The followed this principle, and along with the new frame a completely
revised engine was used. As a result of this comprehensive redesign the GSX-R began its
return to the front of the production racer pack, finally beginning to achieve the AMA Superbike
domination it had been designed for a decade previously. The GSX-R was a return to the

original formula, with an emphasis on light weight, not just raw power. The year again saw a
total redesign of the engine, now with dual throttle valve electronic fuel injection. A new frame
was also introduced in this model that was lighter, and had a longer swingarm than the previous
model. Performance was improved, and the model became one of the most appreciated of all
GSX-Rs. More than a decade later, in , Cycle World magazine would describe it as "one of the
greatest sportbikes of all time". After a several year break a new big-bore GSX-R was offered. In
place of the unique cc displacement of the old model a more standard displacement of cc was
produced. This aligned better with some racing series. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia.
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New Vehicles come with a full-factory warranty. Used vehicles may have a remaining-factory
warranty, but please contact us for the warranty details specific to this vehicle. Flipmycycle is a
licensed NC dealership, Bonded and Insured, where you will be given expert advice on how we
will sell your motorcycle. You will also be given expert advice if you are looking to make the
purchase of a motorcycle! Veteran Owned with veteran employees dedicated to getting the job
done! We are a trusted specialized dealership with a fun and friendly atmosphere. For us, it's all
about talking shop, exchanging ideas and building personal relationships. Our passion for
motorcycles is right on par with our technical skills and expertise. Our team is made up of
expert motorcycle enthusiasts, which means we provide you with solid and expert advice with
all the fun and passion for bikes! We give it our all so that you are satisfied and get the most fun
possible out of your bike! So, sit back let us handle all of your motorcycle needs. We Buy, Sell,
Trade or Consign motorcycles so you can rest easy. Vehicle is listed locally, we reserve the
right to end the auction at any time. Full size photos. Stock :. Vehicle Warranty. About Flip My
Cycle. Contact us for more details. Terms and Conditions. Finance, Warranty, Shipping
question? Call the dealer at General Terms. Notice to Bidders: All of the vehicles we list on eBay
are for sale locally. We reserve the right to end an auction early. All cars are immediately ready
for delivery upon sale. Please call to make arrangements for payment. All sales transactions
must be completed within 7 calendar days of auction close. Please contact seller first for
vehicle availability. Although every effort is made to present accurate and reliable information,
use of this information is voluntary, and should only be deemed reliable after an independent
review of its accuracy, completeness, and timeliness. It is the sole responsibility of the
customer to verify the existence of options, accessories and the vehicle condition before time
of sale. Any and all differences must be addressed prior to time of sale. No expressed or implied
warranties, including the availability or condition of the equipment listed is made. EPA mileage
estimates for comparison purposes only. Actual mileage may vary depending on driving
conditions, driving habits, and vehicle maintenance. Fees and Taxes. Features: Made from high
quality 3K carbon fiber and epoxy resin to provide excellent texture and flexibility. UV protective
coating and hand-polished to a perfect finish. Easy installation. Most Bestem carbon products
are direct bolt-on replacement of OEM parts. Bestem is the only Carbon Fiber brand with the
confidence to offer this. This Suzuki fairing kit is painted featuring a custom black design.
Includes 3 layers of painting to ensure a super long life. We recommend professional
installation if you are not familiar with the installation of motorcyc
2006 cadillac cts stereo wiring diagram
pontiac 09
cherokee wont start
le fairings or body parts. This means you can expect high quality ABS plastic, a flawless paint

job and superb fitment. And still have plenty of cash left over. Most riders are able to install
these replacement plastics themselves using basic tools and with little to no modification. They
appear on this site for display purposes only. This Suzuki fairing kit is painted featuring a
custom black and red design. Wishlist Login Register. Search for: Search. Live Help. Honda
View. Suzuki View. Yamaha View. Ducati View. BMW View. View as:. Add to cart. Select options.
These GSXR fairings will make your bike stand out and look great! All holes are ready to go.
And still have plenty of cash left over Most riders are able to install these replacement plastics
themselves using basic tools and with little to no modification. Your Account. Sign in Forgot
password? Installed Fairings. Thank you" Martin and Areli. Customer Reviews. Fairings I got
from you last year still in great shape! Scott Davis.

